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The Hugo Ray neighbourhood has always been a destination for families from both West and North Vancouver.  -We are the home of West Vancouver’s only public cemetery.  -We have three churches, a day care, and a preschool, -We host cricket, field hockey and soccer at our Hugo Ray Park.  -The police train their dogs here and their members practice high risk take-downs on our streets. -Engineering department uses our neighbourhood to dispose of organic waste on the south slopes of Hugo Ray. -We are thirty-seven families with just a single entrance to our neighbourhood, but we provide a lot of service to the North Shore.  We are unique, we are distinct.In 2009 West Vancouver Field Hockey estimated that 70 % of their playership came from North Vancouver into the park.Only 1/3 of the Unitarian church congregation comes from West Vancouver. We presume most come in from North Vancouver.  This is probably true for the Baptist and Jehovah's witness churches as wellSo our neighbourhood provides a service to the entire north shore.
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The Hugo Ray neighbourhood was designed to be a part of the British Pacific Properties and was built primarily in the 1960’sESTABLISHING A HIGHER STANDARDIn 1933, the Guinness family hired the Olmstead Brothers, a renowned Boston firm of landscape architects responsible for such distinctive city landmarks as New York’s Central Park and Montreal’s Mount Royal Park. Determined to create a remarkable subdivision that would feature pleasant parks, winding, treed streetscapes and spectacular vistas, the British Properties were designed as an exclusive sanctuary from the pressures and distractions of city living. The British Properties also set an innovative tone for future development and helped to establish the unique character and values of an emerging community.That was the vision when our neighbourhood was built and that was how the character of our neighbourhood was established.   To add to the gentrification of this neighbourhood, mayor Hugo Ray ensured the finest cricket pitch in all the lower mainland was placed in our south east corner where it replaced the old land fill.
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This the new proposed Residences on Mathers.What we are here to talk about tonight, are the changes that this rezoning application would have on us as individuals,  and on a neighbourhood that was designed to provide a character offering: “exclusive sanctuary from the pressures and distractions of city living”
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The precedent the developer is using to rationalize this proposed rezoning is Esker Lane.  Because of similar density, what could possibly be wrong with ramming another Esker Lane into the neighbourhood.  What the Neighbours know and what we believe most everyone here in this room knows,  is that Esker Lane and the Residences on Mathers are two very different animals.It might be news to our northern neighbours, that Esker Lane cannot be seen by any other residential lot in the neighbourhood.  Built in 1998, the district ensured that it conformed strictly to the objectives of the Official Community Plan.It is quite likely that the Baptists, the Unitarians, and those who come into the neighbourhood to visit the cemetery, Cuddles daycare and Chelsea House pre-school have never seen Esker Lane.You have to drive right through our neighbourhood to even find it.  And that more than anything is what makes it fit so well into our neighbourhood.Developed in Harmony with the Landscape (it presented a unique opportunity)Without negatively impacting the desired neighbourhood characterProvided sensitive transition between the existing and the new developmentProvided housing options that increased density and relative affordability in the marketplace
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A statement from the promoter of the proposed development made during the council meeting of March 18th. The proposal has unique features:	-a very narrow frontage on Mathers.  If you drove by the front you 	simply would not know that there were 19,18,16 or 11houses back 	there.	-flanking sides face the back yards or side yards of adjacent homesHere’s the reality.  The people who race up and down our streets getting there kids to soccer, field hockey, day care, preschool the churches or the cemetery, don’t really care what they see in our neighbourhood.  They are here to get in and get out as quickly as they can. And it is because of that traffic in this area, that people who live here don’t spend their leisure time sitting in their front yards facing traffic ridden Mathers or 3rd. Street.  The people who live here do, their living in their back yards where it is quiet and private. Each has built there own exclusive sanctuary from the pressures and distractions of city living.What does this development do for that sanctuary?  It destroys that sanctuaryAnd what sanctuary do we offer those who would move into this complex.  Very Little
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Bob and Heather Thomson gave me this picture looking off their back deck onto the church property.  You can see that this yard is made for relaxing in.   You can also see the separation in homes that is common throughout the entire area.   This is what we are accustomed to in our neighbourhood .  This is “exactly” what West Vancouver and the British Pacific Properties held this neighbourhood out to be when we bought our homes here.  This why we chose to live here and this is why we pay the taxes that we pay.
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Here is a view of two story townhomes on the lot.   I even took the time to cut the tops off them to try and make them look less intimidating.    It didn’t help!!Somehow we just don’t think that they are going to be as invisible as the developer would have you believe.  Yes they would put some shrubs and trees in an effort to disguise what they’ve done here, but the reality will remain the same.  The character of this neighbourhood will be destroyed.  The privacy and seclusion that existing homeowners have now will be forever gone.  And there is no need for this to happen.This is not preserving character.   This is warehousing families within a neighbourhood.  Shoehorning them into a spot that is far too small to be appropriate.Once again,   “this is what people do to other people’s neighbourhoods”.
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Here’s how the developer would like us to see this fitting into our neighbourhood.   Great drawing and on it’s own, like this, the casual observer could imagine how beautiful this complex would be tucked into a wooded area.  Beautiful homes, trees, I envision there being a lake in behind there somewhere maybe a mountain, maybe a stream.But that is why these drawings are done in isolation.  It gets more complex and a little grittier when you plunk this complex into reality. 
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Look closely at what the neighbours would like on these lots.  Boring as this is, it fits with the OCP in maintaining the character of this neighbourhood.And , I might add, the character defined by the people who live here.And, if these six lots end up being 8 or 9 households because of a secondary suite or a carriage house, that represents a 7 or 8 hundred percent increase in density over what has existed on this property “EVER”.Will it be as dense as the developer wants     “NO”Will it adhere to the objectives of the OCP   “Absolutely”Can it be said that it helps meet the needs of a growing community while maintaining the principles that made this neighbourhood in the first place.   “Without Question”OCP Objectives“Develop in harmony with the Landscape, surrounding uses, and desired neighbourhood character.  Preserve and enhance the character of residential neighbourhoods.  Provide sensitive transitions in form and density between existing and new development.” 
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Here is a representation of the church property developed appropriately into the neighbourhood.  Green space, Trees, Alignment, privacy; all of the things needed to provide sanctuary from the pressures and distractions of city living.   An yet, room for families, rental space perhaps, carriage homes perhaps.  
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We don’t agree that this is what should be happening in our neighbourhood.  We have with us tonight  205  letters of opposition from the neighbours.  In our canvassing from the upper levels highway to Stevens Drive we found one person who thought this might be OK to do in this neighbourhood.  As I said at the council meeting on March 18th, you would be hard pressed to find any West Vancouverite who would do this to their own neighbourhood.   This is what people do to other peoples neighbourhoods.  And unfortunately this is what the Unitarians want, and this is what Darwin Construction and Brook Pooni Associates do to make money.  It is as simple as that!!
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In the fall of last year I visited you  Lisa Berg at the Planning department office.     Of the many questions that I asked one of them was  “have you considered what would happen to our neighbourhood if all of the churches decided to follow suit and sell out for the windfall that the Unitarian church hopes to make through rezoning their property.  And you said  “Yes it was the first thing that Wendy LeBreton and I spoke about when we first looked at the rezoning application.”  You said “it would certainly have to be taken into consideration.”It was good that you noticed that Lisa because you were in good company.  We in the neighbourhood certainly saw the danger signs.  Prior to the meeting of March 18th, the Mayor, Councilor’s Soprovich, Cameron and Lewis also talked about the possibility of the Baptist and the Jehovah’s witness churches getting “Motivated” to do the same thing..  So everyone is talking about it but it never gets mentioned in Planning Dept.'s report to council nor are council members allowed to even mention this possibility while in council chambers.  This has generated the following phrases in this neighbourhood.  Suppression of Information.  “an Apprehension of Bias toward the developer”.  Willful Blindness  and “ a breach of Natural Justice.



The Official Community Plan housing objectives;- “Develop in harmony with the 
landscape, surrounding uses, and desired neighbourhood character: “preserve and 
enhance the character of residential neighbourhoods”. Provide sensitive 
transitions in form and density between existing and new development. “  
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